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Introduction 
Activision Blizzard, Inc. (NASDAQ: ACTI), hereafter referred to as 

Activision Blizzard, is a worldwide pure-play online, personal 

computer, console and handheld game publisher. The company had 

$5.0 billion in total 2008 net revenues on a non-GAAP comparable 

basis (Activision Blizzard, 2008) and publishes (via Activision 

Publishing, Inc.) one of the most well-known brands in gaming history, 

Guitar Hero®1. CEO Bobby Kotick indicated on Activision Blizzard’s 

Q1’09 earnings call that sales for the Guitar Hero franchise have 

passed $2 billion (Activision Blizzard, 2009), purportedly making Guitar 

Hero one of only three franchises to have passed this mark. This 

document provides an external, mini-brand audit of Guitar Hero and 

covers analysis items such as brand image & strategy, brand-building 

activities, competitors, and brand system evaluation. 

    

General Background & Disclaimers 
The purpose of a brand audit is to provide a company with a starting 

point for managing brand architecture, brand identity, and brand-

building activities. Audits are often refreshed every one to two years. 

This mini-brand audit was performed over a period of two weeks and 

was funded by and on behalf of Steve Shu Consulting Services for the 

purposes of consulting practice development & marketing activities. 

The mini-brand audit focuses primarily on U.S. markets and the Guitar 

Hero brand and subbrands as part of Activision Blizzard. All research 

was performed in good faith without intent of bias and independent of 

Activision Blizzard and the Guitar Hero organization and brands. Public 

information sources were used for research (primarily secondary 

research), and the author neither had access to confidential 

information of the subject company under study nor its competitors.  

This brand audit reflects the external research perspectives of Steve 

Shu Consulting Services only and neither the perspectives of any 

affiliated entities nor the independent companies mentioned within. 

Steve Shu Consulting Services provides no warranty for the 

                                                           
1
 Guitar Hero® is a registered trademark of Activision Publishing, Inc. 
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information contained herein whether in terms of, but not limited 

to, accuracy, omission, and limitations of research, content, and 

scope.  

The Activision and Guitar Hero brands, subbrands, and marks 

(whether registered or not) are either the properties or rightfully 

licensed properties of Activision Blizzard. The brands, subbrands, 

and marks of Activision Blizzard and all other companies mentioned 

in this report remain with their respective owners and are in no 

way affiliated with Steve Shu Consulting Services. 

Executive Summary of Brand Audit Findings 
The findings of this mini-brand audit indicate that 

 Activision and Guitar Hero master brands are very strong 

and well-known 

 Relative to the main competitive brand (Rock Band), the 

Guitar Hero brand effectively positions itself as a 

competitive, individual, and hard rock platform, whereas 

Rock Band brand positions more around the band 

experience 

 The Guitar Hero brand image and identity are mostly 

aligned, although there are some potential warning areas 

building with respect to negative customer perception of 

the Activision brand as it relates to downloadable content 

 While there is some tactical confusion with brand name 

usage, this could be cleared up through additional naming and value communication tactics 

 The company is effectively using brand energizers and brand flanking techniques as the market 

grows into new subsegments, although there could be some brand name confusion by use of 

the Band Hero brand name relative to the competitor, Rock Band. 

 Strategically Activision will need to address ongoing trends in social networking and user-

generated content as it does not have a clear lead in these areas 

 Domestically, Activision will need to hedge against saturation in the guitar music gaming genre 

by innovating in areas like it is doing with DJ Hero. 

Brand Inventory 
Activision Blizzard’s Guitar Hero brand inventory has grown over the past five years, and it reflects the 

breakout nature of music gaming, the strength of the Guitar Hero master brand, and the expansion of 

Activision Blizzard. Key brands are depicted in Figure 1 below and cover the Activision Blizzard brand, 

core Guitar Hero brand, associated publishing and game designer brands, and more loosely associated 

Activision Blizzard’s Guitar Hero 

Defined The Multi-Billion Dollar 

Product Category Enabling Energetic 

Youth To Game And Compete As 

Famous Rockers
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brand extensions. For additional context, the figure also depicts some competitive game designer and 

product brands that often come into the minds of consumers when thinking about the Guitar Hero 

brand. 

 

 

Figure 1 Summary of Brands Associated With Activision Blizzard’s Guitar Hero 

A couple of historical and recent events are noteworthy to better understand the context of Guitar Hero 

and current state of the brand under Activision Blizzard. As a first major point, the original Guitar Hero 

was designed by Harmonix with RedOctane as publisher. RedOctane was acquired by Activision in June 

2006 (Tor Torsen, 2006). In October 2006, Harmonix was acquired by Viacom (Form 10-K Annual Report 

for fiscal year ending December 31, 2007) and created the competitive offering with MTV Games, 

entitled “Rock Band”. Ramifications of the separate acquisitions of RedOctane and Harmonix are that 

some mix of the intellectual property, know-how, and brand equity of Guitar Hero transferred to each of 

the acquirers. As a second major point, the Activision brand, associated with publishing Guitar Hero, and 

the Blizzard brand, associated with massively multiplayer online role playing games via the world’s most 

successful game, “World of Warcraft”, combined to form the dual brand company Activision Blizzard via 
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merger of Activision and Vivendi Games entities in July 2009 (Activision Blizzard, 2008). Activision 

Blizzard is now the largest interactive entertainment software publisher in the world. 

The brand analysis in this document focuses on the Guitar Hero brand primarily. The Guitar Hero brand 

is a registered trademark, and products include (as classified by the author and not necessarily by 

Activision Blizzard)2: 

 Single-instrument console games – These are primarily guitar-only, base games on major, in-

home platforms such as PlayStation 2, PlayStation 3, Xbox 360, and Wii ; and personal 

computers (such as PC and Mac). Often base, physical equipment (e.g., guitar) is included in 

stock-keeping unit (SKU) bundles. 

 Multi-instrument console games – These are multi-instrument, base games (e.g., guitar, bass, 

drums, vocal) on gaming consoles and personal computers. Often base, physical equipment 

(e.g., guitar, drums) is included in SKU bundles. 

 Expansion games – These games are typically software discs that expand the base games with 

new songs from famous bands. Special edition equipment is sometimes bundled as an SKU. 

 Portable games – These games are 

provided on portable (e.g., can be taken 

outside of the home) platforms such as 

the Nintendo DS, which often include or 

require specialty equipment (e.g., finger-

operated drum pads) to fit small form 

factors.  

 Mobile games – These games are 

provided on mobile phones with players 

using keys on the phone. 

 Arcade games – These physically durable 

and sizeable games are often 

competition-style, coin-operated games 

found in arcades, restaurants, etc. 

 Publishing brands – These brands serve 

as various types of endorser brands to 

Guitar Hero with Activision playing more 

of the role of larger company endorser 

and RedOctane leveraging its historical role as publisher of the first Guitar Hero. 

 Game designer brands – The brands here are equivalent to research & development 

laboratories, and gamers often recognize which development organizations are building the 

game content. If a game designer has developed a blockbuster game in the past, the use of the 

game designer brand can help to energize and enhance the game brand offering.    

                                                           
2
 The brand analysis here is intended to provide an executive overview. Note that a variety of product bundling and 

SKU schemes have been used by the company and are not fully represented here (e.g., game software with or 
without controllers). Full compatibility analysis is also not covered in this document. 

Band Hero™ on Nintendo DS Game Platform 
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 “Various” Hero brand extensions – The Hero 

brand extensions attempt to leverage off of the 

trailing “Hero” word as part of the successful 

“Guitar Hero” brand and disassociating the 

brand extension from guitars somewhat and 

moving towards associations with other 

instruments (e.g., company website indicates 

“Band Hero is the ultimate party game where 

players of all ages will be able to experience the 

signature, easy-to-learn but difficult-to-master 

Guitar Hero gameplay”) (Band Hero 

Website:About Page). 

Other branded features and services of note include 

recent innovations, such as the Innovative Music Studio 

(for laying down and mixing tracks) and a proprietary 

platform (GHTunes™) for sharing user-generated songs. 

As will be discussed later, service development in these 

types of areas will likely be key for the Guitar Hero brand 

to improve customer relations and maintain competitive 

position. 

Before wrapping up this section on the inventory of 

brands associated with Guitar Hero, it is noteworthy to 

point out two areas where the brand system may lack 

some clarity in the eyes of consumers. The first is related 

to the inconsistent use of subbrands, which may not be 

a severe issue but could be improved. The second is 

related to brand extensions and is an exciting topic given 

that the overall music gaming market is likely to grow and evolve significantly beyond what we have 

seen to date. These two items are briefly addressed next. 

On the first point, the Guitar Hero titles can be thought of as subbrands of the Guitar Hero master 

brand. For example, subbrands include Guitar Hero® World Tour, Guitar Hero® Metallica®, and Guitar 

Hero® On Tour Decades™. The subbrands do not immediately connote what type of product class is 

involved, unless one is a gamer in the know and/or immediately looking at a particular product. This can 

cause some confusion when trying to communicate with others about particular products. Anecdotally, 

the author was able to survey some moderately heavy gamers familiar with the Guitar Hero experience. 

Some had associated the “World Tour” designation as being a multi-instrument offering, but the 

nomenclature is not obvious, especially given that numerical numbering of releases had been 

reintroduced with Guitar Hero 5. Similarly, use of the terms “On Tour” did not always connote specific-

use only on the Nintendo DS platform and targeting at the 10+ ESRB (intended target) versus Teen ESRB 

(typical of the non-DS games). 

Band Hero Creative Images 

 

 

 

Note: Teenage country music star, Taylor Swift, depicted middle 
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On the second point, the Band Hero extension offering may create both clarity and confusion for 

customers. On the one hand, clarity is created in the brand’s attempt to move away from a guitar-

centric point of view and to move more towards songs that balance use of the whole band (as opposed 

to maniacal focus on guitar solos). Clarity may also be created in that the focus of the Band Hero brand 

seems to be more on pop rock versus classic rock or hard rock of the Guitar Hero genre. But confusion 

may be created in that purchasers may think that they need to specifically to commit to a particular 

music style when purchasing a multi-instrument bundle. For example, should a person buy Guitar Hero 5 

or Band Hero for a user that likes balanced, band competition with rock music? Rock music is suggestive 

of the Guitar Hero brand, yet band competition may be suggestive of the Band Hero brand. Consumer 

decisions to purchase may be delayed because of confusion. In any case, this paper will revisit the topic 

of brand extensions later in the document when more foundation is built around the competitive 

landscape.  

Brand Image and Strategy 
Narrowing in on the Guitar Hero range brand a bit more, the brand relies very heavily on its pioneering 

role, #1 revenue position, and proven franchise status in the music gaming area. Michael Griffith, 

President and CEO of Publishing for Activision Blizzard articulated the Guitar Hero strategy as follows: 

“Our strategy for growing the Guitar Hero franchise remains the same, with a focus on expanding our 

audience, growing international sales, and improving operating margins” (Seeking Alpha, 2009). 

The brand image of the Guitar Hero brand is heavily associated with premiere guitar players and hard 

rock bands (including metal rock music). As examples, three of the co-branded titles Guitar Hero® 

Metallica, Guitar Hero® Aerosmith, and Guitar Hero® Van Halen involve some of the best guitarists and 

bands of all time with Kirk Hammett from Metallica rated as #11 greatest guitarist of all time by Rolling 

Stone ("The 100 Greatest Guitarists of All Time", 2003), Aerosmith rated by VH1 as #11 greatest hard 

rock artists of all-time ("VH1: 100 Greatest Hard Rock Artists", 2000), and Eddie Van Halen from Van 

Halen rated as #2 guitarist of all-time (second only to Jimi Hendrix) by 330 current and former rock 

guitarists as recently as last year ("Eddie Van Halen #2 guitarist of all time, as voted by rock guitarists", 

Various Guitar Hero Subbrand Creative Images 
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2008). Being the “best” is clearly something that is historically core to the Guitar Hero brand, whether it 

be through the coolest playing, on-screen dress, or on-screen equipment. Some of the game modes 

encourage guitar solo duels with well-known guitarists like Slash from Guns N’ Roses. Some key images 

from the Guitar Hero artwork and the game are included on this page and illustrate the energy, 

flamboyant, hard rocking, and individualistic nature of the Guitar Hero brand. If the Guitar Hero brand 

was a person that I met at a club party, I think he would be in his mid-20s to mid-30s, fit, cool, right-

handed and attractive to the opposite sex in a unique and masculine way. He would be wearing 

sunglasses, have big hair, and be dressed with fashionable hard rocker clothing, perhaps sleek, black 

leather or luxury brand denim. He’d have an entourage with him, and one of them would have his 

flamboyant, Gibson Flying V guitar ready at hand because someone at the party would inevitably 

challenge him to a guitar solo duel. He’d accept the challenge confidently and without spoken words. 

Did I mention that his guitar went to volume level 11 on the dial? 

The Guitar Hero brand connotes high-quality in terms of interactive music gaming. Beyond the #1 

revenue numbers and the fact that through October 2008, Guitar Hero console sales had reached nearly 

67 million lifetime units ("Guitar Hero World Tour drops 61% from Guitar Hero III, and other October 

sales news", 2008), Guitar Hero’s screen play, note reading, and color push button interface has been 

“leveraged” across products and even by its primary competitor, Rock Band. While the Guitar Hero note 

stream (which reads from bottom to top as “targets” fall down the screen) differs from traditional music 

(which reads from left to right on a traditional music score) and the gaming equipment does not match 

in weight or quality to traditional music equipment, never before has this author seen professional 

musicians discuss students adapting what they’ve learned on these types of games (whether it be note 

timing or drum patterns) to real instrument situations (regardless of how different gaming versus real 

instrument play really is). When Activision introduced its first multi-instrument game, Guitar Hero® 

Word Tour, the company did run into some game peripheral complaints (Edge-Online, 2008), although 

these were addressed by customer service to an extent. 

In terms of association with the corporate brand, Activision, while logo usage often does not include a 

close proximity endorsement with the Activision logo being very near to the Guitar Hero logo or an 

excessive use of “Guitar Hero by Activision” type text usage, gamers seem to know in general that the 

game is owned by Activision. There also seems to be a clearer articulation on the part of customers and 

industry constituents that Activision has historically promoted an SKU push strategy as opposed to chief 

competitor, Rock Band (Industry Gamers, 2009). Although dollars spent on games is a litmus test, brief 

inspection of gaming bulletin boards such as the Escapist (Escapist Magazine) indicate that not an 

insignificant number of folks prefer the more, pro-downloadable nature of the Rock Band system, where 

the system is treated more like a platform as opposed to an experience that cannot be expanded 

without additional, substantive purchase. These may be early warning signs, particularly in a weaker 

economic environment and in an environment where downloadable characteristics are prevalent in 

MP3 music players, cellphones, etc. If Activision has not done so already, it would be good for the 

company to both survey regularly the subsegments of potential “switchers” & borderline purchasers and 

monitor competitive tactics of Rock Band with respect to playing to the benefits of downloadable 

content and related services. At a macro-level, this area seems like one potential weak spot that could 
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be attacked particularly if auxiliary equipment is more compatible from Guitar Hero to Rock Band but 

less so vice versa. The other area that Activision should monitor is overall subbrand confusion among 

the numerous SKUs. In particular, providing excessive choice options has been shown in various 

situations to paralyze consumers (which could potentially reduce sales and lead customer prospects to 

competitors), particularly under preconditions when consumers have an inability to experiment cost-

effectively and learn when they have made either good or bad choices (Postrel, 2005). 

Based on the backdrop above, Guitar Hero’s positioning statement might be: For teens and parents that 

value hard rock music and non-violent games, Guitar Hero® provides leading, interactive gaming outlets 

that are exciting, visually rich, and challenging and that enable users to unleash their energy and obtain 

emotional benefits by connecting with music through simulated musical instrument interaction and 

high-levels of competition. 

Brand-building activities in the past surrounding Guitar Hero and related extensions include: 

 Promotions (themes here are geared towards forward-selling through discounts and value 

bundling and creating awareness in the target demongraphic) 

 In preparation for the holiday season, Activision is making a buy-1-get-1-free-type order 

by taking preorders for specially marked copies of Guitar Hero® 5 that will include 

unique codes that can be redeemed to redeem a copy of Guitar Hero® Van Halen 

(Dutka, 2009). 

 In 2008, Kellogg’s included promotions (running through end of 2009) with cereals and 

breakfast food for disposable mini-Guitar Hero games,  hats and t-shirts (Kellogg's) 

 Retailers, such as Toys R Us, promote store-wide, “Christmas In July” sales where items 

like Guitar Hero are $90 off (nearly 50%) – presumably a result of weak economic 

forecasts for the nation (Martinez, 2009). 

Various Guitar Hero Advertising Themes 
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 In October 2008, Activision did a cross-promotion and set up a James Bond 007 website 

releasing the track “Another Way To Die” from the film “Quantum of Solace”. (Ryan, 

2008) 

 Advertising (themes here are about having fun, unleashing energy & inhibitions, and using sex 

appeal) 

 Some of the memorable TV advertising themes that Activision used at the end of 2008 

for Guitar Hero® World Tour include the use of sports superstars like Tony Hawk, Kobe 

Bryant, Michael Phelps and A-Rod & supermodel Heidi Klum in commercials that are 

themed after the movie Risky Business with the Bob Seger tune, “Old Time Rock And 

Roll”. The commercials play to the themes of having fun, unleashing one’s energy & 

inhibitions to rock music, and creating associations of being the “best” through the use 

of top superstars. 

 In July 2009 a viral video entitled, “Naked Girls Get Interrupted” was distributed on the 

web to build buzz around the Guitar Hero 5 release. The video features four presumably 

naked women strutting down a Los Angeles street in a line during the middle of the day 

with people going through their normal business all about. The women are joined by a 

substantively less fit man who strips off his overcoat and takes strutting position in the 

center screen along with the boom box. The video makes no reference to Guitar Hero or 

Activision, but the black censor bars (which are strategically placed to cover up nudity) 

flash obscure words rapidly to the pulse of the dance music driving the scene. Turns out 

that for those who can figure out the cryptic origin and meaning of the video, the words 

are the names of songs in the planned setlist for Guitar Hero 5. Even Bill O’Reilly, 

presumably opposed to the shameless promotion, gave the video attention by criticizing 

it on the O’Reilly Factor show (Greenhough, 2009).   

 Sponsorships (themes here are about 

competition and reaching a very large 

audience with discretionary income) 

 In 2008 Guitar Hero® Aerosmith 

started to get additional 

visibility by both Activision and 

Target through sponsorship and 

association with NASCAR. 

Sponsorships have continued in 

2009 as well, with Earnhardt-

Ganassi Racing cars in multiple 

NASCAR Sprint Cup Series races, 

including the Daytona 500 (Los 

Angeles Business, 2009). 

 Events & Community Building (themes 

here have been about fostering 

individual and group competition, 

Guitar Hero® AeroSmith Themed NASCAR racecar 
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increasing communication, creating buzz and disseminating creative copy about the games) 

 Over the years Guitar Hero competitions and tournaments have occurred whether 

sponsored directly by Activision, independent franchises, businesses, or restaurants. The 

brand sparks spontaneous competition instincts. For example in April 2009, Southwest 

Airlines and JetBlue employees started a fence-off on social networking platform Twitter 

to plan a Guitar Hero challenge between airline representatives (Verger, 2009). The 

Twitter text (i.e., a “tweet”) read, “JetBlue RT: @SouthwestAir: ...wondering if @jetblue 

is still up for a Guitar Hero challenge in May… -Bring it on! I’ll look for a good venue :)” 

 In early August 2009, the Guitar Hero® Community (an Activision website) ran a 3-day, 

online high-score tournament (supporting Guitar Hero World Tour, Guitar Hero 

Metallica, and Guitar Hero Smash Hits) to determine the most skilled players and groups 

(Tour Group Tussle (Aug. '09) - 8/7 - 8/9, 

2009). A key value proposition for playing in 

the tournament was to “win the ultimate 

bragging rights.” 

 As of August 16, 2009, the Guitar Hero 

Community links to a number of social 

networking and media venues that Guitar 

Hero and associated brands participate in, 

including Twitter (with developer Neversoft 

at 2,509 followers and following 152 

accounts), Facebook at 874,890 fans, and YouTube with 35,812 subscribers (Guitar Hero 

Community). Users and the company are able to interact with each other and peer to 

peer. 

 Rumored Brand Extension (rumored themes are about going big media) 

 Though unconfirmed from Activision, Reuters triggered rumors in May 2009 about a 

Guitar Hero TV series (e.g., reality TV) and a concert tour based in part on comments 

from the CEO during a quarterly conference call and on Activision Blizzard’s World of 

Warcraft being adapted for feature films (Cavalli, 2009).  

Competitors 
As mentioned previously, the competitor to Guitar Hero is primarily from the Rock Band offering 

developed by Harmonix and published by MTV Games and distributed by Electronic Arts. At a high-level 

some key differences in the Rock Band brand are that 1) Rock Band entered the market as a multi-

instrument gaming console (and viewed as the pioneer) versus Guitar Hero as a single-instrument guitar 

platform which later added on multi-instrument gaming, 2) market perceptions seem to be (based on 

survey of articles cited in this document) that Rock Band is perceived as more of a platform that is 

expandable by downloads versus Guitar Hero which tends to push more SKUs (although the newest 

Guitar Hero releases permit downloads). From these perspectives, the Rock Band offering appears to 

have lost some advantage in terms of core product innovation lead and differences at the product level 

JetBlue RT: @SouthwestAir: 

...wondering if @jetblue is still up 

for a Guitar Hero challenge in 

May… -Bring it on! I’ll look for a 

good venue :) 
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may have more to do with brand positioning and demographic targeting with respect to packaged song 

content. 

In terms of unit sales, revenue, and revenue trend, Rock Band does not seem to be faring as well as 

Guitar Hero, and both brands are under severe pressure (although it is not clear to what extent the 

overall economy is contributing versus users’ potential saturation with the music gaming genre as a 

whole). See  Figure 2 which includes some select data on the two brands. Without getting caught up in 

the details of the numbers, Guitar Hero appears to have an overall advantage. To put things in additional 

context, in May 2009, Activision’s Mike Griffith indicated that “We ended the quarter with a 55% share 

of all rhythm and music-based games in North America and Europe, up 10 full points from the prior year 

as we took share from Rock Band in both North America and Europe” (Breckon, 2009). 

Moving away front the macro-view of the Rock Band brand, if one takes a look at some of the 

advertising for the original Rock Band or Rock Band 2, one of the most noticeable things relative to 

Guitar Hero advertising is the change of focus away from the guitar player and either towards a 

balanced view of the band and/or shift to the vocalist. The commercials often do not use celebrities, but 

the faces and personas of anonymous, potentially everyday people. Rock music is clearly a theme, and 

high-energy is also key theme. Two notable ads that reflect this are the AC/DC’s “Let There Be Rock 

(AC/DC's Let There Be Rock) and Deep Purple’s “Highway Star” (Deep Purple's Highway Star). “Start a 

band. Rock the world” is a sample tagline from a Rock Band commercial where an unknown band is 

discussing aspects about why so many band names begin with the word “The” (Rock Band TV Ad - 

"The"). This type of commercial also reinforces the brand image that everyday people can “rock 

together”. 

Various Rock Band Creative Images 
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Figure 2 Summary of Sample Competitive Evaluation Dimensions for Guitar Hero® and Rock Band™ 

As for some of the community-building activities on the web, a visit to Rock Band website (at 

www.rockband.com) on August 17, 2009 highlights downloadable songs, and the community subpages 

encourage folks to check out scores and stats, find out about upcoming band challenges, and create 

your own merchandise. On Facebook, Rock Band has 292,727 fans (Rock Band's Facebook Page, 2009). 

The community forum also lists 319,919 registered members (Rock Band Community Forum). It is 

noteworthy to point out that the number of Guitar Hero forum members did not seem readily accessible 

from the Guitar Hero forum pages. 

Sample Creative Images For The Beatles: Rock Band™ and Lego® Rock Band™ 
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In addition to games like AC/DC Rock Band, the publisher also offers some packaged games like Rock 

Band Classic Rock Track Pack and Rock Band Country Track Pack. Most notable brand/subbrand editions 

for the Rock Band  master brand in 2009 are related to the forthcoming releases of The Beatles: Rock 

Band and Lego® Rock Band™. Logos for each of these offerings appear to be more like co-branding (e.g., 

with Rock Band logo of same size) or more of an endorsement role (e.g., with Rock Band logo smaller in 

case of The Beatles, likely because of strength of “The Beatles” as a brand). Note that the Beatles have a 

wide, multi-generation appeal. The Lego offering will be targeted at a younger demographic than the 

teen market with an Age 10+ ESRB. These labels would probably be very well-suited for the Wii 

platform, which tends to be more multi-generational and used in areas ranging from elementary schools 

to nursing homes. Additionally, many users of the Wii platform likely already have Lego™-based video 

games. 

Brand Categorization & Brand System Evaluation 
The warfront between Guitar Hero and Rock Band is an interesting one, in part because of the weak 

economy and in part because there does not seem to be consensus whether (although arguments have 

been made) the market is saturating for music gaming, a la the core style of Guitar Hero and Rock Band. 

To elaborate a bit on the brand analysis provided previously, the brands can literally be depicted on a 

football field (see Figure 3). The Guitar Hero and Rock Band brand names are well-entrenched brands, 

strategic, and protected. The warfront shifted to multi-instrument with Guitar Hero World Tour and 

Rock Band 2 going head-to-head. With the forthcoming releases of Guitar Hero 5 and The Beatles Rock 

Band in the Teen ESRB class, some attention may be shifted from away from the Guitar Hero World Tour 

and Rock Band 2 brands. The competitive position of Guitar Hero 5 is a bit broader than The Beatles 

Rock Band in terms of core music content (i.e., The Beatles is focused on Beatles music, of course). That 

said, the Beatles have a multi-generational appeal, and Guitar Hero needs to be wary of how Rock Band 

might exploit that with more targeted marketing tactics, promotions, etc. So the flanking maneuver by 

The Beatles Rock Band is more of a targeted flank than the counterflank by Guitar Hero 5. 

Sample Rock Band™ Images From Advertising 
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The maneuver to flank Lego Rock Band with another Age 10+ ESRB offering, Band Hero, seems like a 

relatively good move, albeit the Lego offering is differentiated enough to provide Rock Band with some 

isolation. It might be an interesting play if Rock Band was to try to enable cross-promotion, 

customization of Rock Band Lego figures to build buzz and affinity with the target customers. This would 

be a move that would be difficult to counter, although perhaps one could get creative. The potential 

trouble with the Band Hero maneuver is the proliferation of brand names and confusion with the Guitar 

Hero 5 platform. The slight change in psychographics for Band Hero (e.g., moving slightly lower in age 

target, moving away from male-centric messages, and change toward pop rock music) will help to 

minimize the confusion, but the increase in number of brand names will likely work in the opposite 

direction for the near-term. It might be helpful to simply retire some of the subbrand offerings of Guitar 

Hero, at least on the front web pages. It might also be helpful to use endorsement branding, such as 

“Band Hero by the makers of Guitar Hero”, and messages to reinforce how the Band Hero and Guitar 

Hero brands are distinct until the public becomes more accustomed to these identities. 

 

Figure 3 Interpretation Of Key Brand Roles and Fighting Positions Guitar Hero® and Rock Band™ 
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The DJ Hero brand is a very interesting offering and could potentially energize the entire “Guitar Hero” 

line and serve as a range brand of new products for Activision. Like the drum pad controllers added for 

Guitar Hero World Tour, the DJ Hero controller provides a dramatically different physical device 

(compared to the guitar) and emulates the core disc jockey (DJ) record scratch table. The DJ genre of 

music can also be quite different in terms of use of loops, echoes, instrumentation and the like. The style 

of music has also inspired many crossover styles, such as in the drumming and improvisational electronic 

styles pioneered by musicians like JoJo Mayer. It would be interesting to see if the DJ Hero game could 

be taken in different directions like integration 

with other types of DJ equipment (like has been 

done with Apple’s iPod), lighting devices, and 

dance integration. 

Although primary research has not been 

conducted for this mini-brand audit, the number 

of Guitar Hero subbrands appears to be 

approaching its limit and net-net creates more 

confusion than clarity, especially in light of the 

proliferation of uploadable and downloadable 

content. Simplification will be obtained by 

moving to Band Hero, Guitar Hero 5, and DJ 

Hero designations, but this is provided that 

clarity is communicated on use situations between Band Hero and Guitar Hero 5 platforms. Clarity can 

be helped at the retail point through better training, the clear use of value propositions for each 

product, distinct imagery, and the like. 

With respect to introduction of the newest brands, the Guitar Hero brand is very strong, and Activision 

may want to consider using more endorsement branding to the effect of “by the makers of Guitar Hero” 

until the subname of “Hero” has better recognition with consumers. To date, it seems like the new 

brands have been introduced with the expectation consumers know where they came from. That said, I 

have anecdotally noticed that in terms of brand name recognition, some people have a hard time 

distinguishing between “Band Hero” (by Activision) and “Rock Band” (by MTV Games). 

Additional Thoughts & Conclusions 
Guitar Hero is an amazing franchise, and net-net the brand is moving in the right direction. There is 

some subbrand name confusion, but if tactical issues are actively managed, the brand system should be 

workable in the longer-term. Nearer-term, subbrand confusion can lead to delayed purchase or 

decreased sales (as discussed previously) especially in light of a strong competitor that has a simpler 

brand inventory. Activision still has time to ensure communications are good going into the holiday 

season of 2009, and Activision may want revisit tactics across their campaigns & channels with respect 

to validating clarity of value proposition communications and customer perception. 

DJ Hero Controller 
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Turning away from nearer-term tactical issues to longer-term strategy areas, the competitive moves by 

Rock Band appear to be niche-oriented and involve moving into areas where Guitar Hero is less 

entrenched (e.g., moving towards multi-generation content and targeting younger age group 

demographics). The risks to Activision flanking niche-oriented competitor moves with broader-based 

approaches are that the competitor will better reach and dominate a subsegment more quickly than 

Activision. The options for ceding those subsegments or developing countermoves is beyond the scope 

of this document, but strategic moves could include scenarios such as addressing alternative markets 

because such markets are more attractive, and developing, packaging, and positioning closer 

substitutes.  

In terms of future brand extensions, the possibilities to extend the Guitar Hero brand into reality TV or 

other music genres (such as with DJ Hero) seem very plausible. The industry rumors of a quality Guitar 

Hero movie seem more remote and less good of a fit on first blush (e.g., mainly because the Guitar Hero 

brand is about competition and interaction). 

Finally, it is important for Activision to take a broad view of technology and social ecosystems in terms of 

R&D as this affects near-term and longer-term strategy. Mobility, social networks, and peer-to-peer 

sharing are areas that Guitar Hero should continue to invest in, especially since Rock Band is pressing in 

these directions neck and neck. Additionally, while console gaming is somewhat distinct today, forces 

like the casual gaming happening in environments like Facebook and instant commentary and 

interaction happening on platforms like Twitter are areas to explore with respect to integration and 

innovation. Also, with the merger of Blizzard with Activision, it seems like it might be desirable to 

leverage (perhaps in small ways) aspects of multiplayer, virtual, and connected online environments of 

the Blizzard game experience to the Hero brands. 
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